Abstract-This paper uses median method to build background, uses background subtraction method to detect the human region. Then, shadow elimination, morphological analysis, connected component analysis are used to solve the problem of noise point and cavities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion analysis is based on the extraction of the human target. The purpose of motion target detection is extract the human target for the background from a video sequence, requiring extract the complete human outline and reflect the morphological characteristics of the human target. Effective extraction of motion targets is very important for the next steps of action recognition. Here are several motion object detection methods: background subtraction method, temporal difference method, optical flow method.
Background subtraction [16] method is the most common method in moving object segmentation of image. This method is more suitable for a fixed camera position. The basic idea is to use the current video frame, and the background model which had been constructed to differential and threshold, detect the human region, the advantages of this algorithm is complete human region. However, this method has large amount of calculation and a high computational complexity. The background subtraction method generally includes four steps: background modeling, background updating, background difference and post-processing. The database of this article is in the case of a fixed camera position, the light would not change much, so the background subtraction for target detection is choosing.
Optical flow method [20] [21] [22] is to use time domain variation and correlation of pixel intensity data in the image sequence to determine the movement of the respective pixel position. [23] The advantage of this method is that under the premise of movement of the camera, it can detect the independent movement of the target. The drawback is that the calculation is quite complex, and anti-noise performance is poor.
Temporal difference method [24, 25] is extraction the difference between the two or three adjacent frame of a video sequence, to extract the information of motion object through difference and threshold. Temporal difference method does not require pre3rd International Conference on Multimedia TechnologyICMT 2013) tobuild a background to adapt to light changes, so can suited to dynamic environments better. However, it usually can't extract feature data points completely. The integrity of the extraction is not good, and can easily produce void. It also need to select the appropriate differential time interval according to the speed of human motion, so has a limited applicable occasions [26] .
The methods described above is relatively common object detection methods, there are many other methods. This article'smotionobject extraction flow chart shown in Fig. 1 . 
II. IMAGE PRE-PROCESSING OF HUMAN MOTION SEQUENCES

A. Background Generation
In order to detect motion object in the scene, to establish the background model effectively is very important. To observe a region unit in the video sequence, as the red region shown in Fig. 2 ,the points in the region unit is background pixels when there is nobody pass through. As shown in Fig. 2(a)(b) , some of the pixel value in the region will change violently when human object pass by. However, as shown in Fig.  2 (c)(d), the time that the background occluded by the human object is very short compared to the whole sequence. So we can use the median method [27] . For each position of the image, sort the pixel value of RGB for the entire video sequence. And select the median as the background value. Assuming that there are n frames in the video sequence V, the specific method of background modeling in this article can be described as: During the experiment, we can see that the median method can background modeling well in the case the position of the human object changing. However, for the action on site, we can't get the appropriate background model for the reason the background always been occluded, as shown in Fig. 4 . In this case, this article uses the background established by the other actions of the individual in the same scene instead, such as Fig. 3(d) . 
B. Human Target Detection
After establish the background model, this paper uses the background subtraction method to detect the object. First, difference the current frame and background image, and select an appropriate threshold T, than obtain difference binary image by (4) .
V(x, y) represents the gray level of one channel at point (x,y) of the current image, and B(x,y) represents the gray level of the same channel at the point of the background. If the difference is greater than T, the point (x,y) is judged to be a foreground point,otherwise, it is regarded as a background point. 
III. IMAGE POST-PROCESSING OF HUMAN MOTION SEQUENCES
A. Shadow Elimination
The shadow is detect as part of human object when detect the human object uses the backgroundsubtraction method. So eliminate the shadoweffectively is very important.Currently, shadow is processed mainly in two ways: model-based and shadow-based. This paper uses the method based on the shadow and uses the model of c1c2c3 to detect and eliminate the shadow. The c1c2c3 model is defined as: 
C1c2c3 model is only relies on sensor and surface reflection coefficient. So the c1c2c3 value is the same at the same point of background in shadow and light
conditions [28] . The pixel value of position (x,y) in the human region which detected in the i th frame of the video sequence is defined as
.the steps of eliminate the shadow by 3C model is described as: ,detect the difference of c1c2c3 at the same pixel between the foreground and background. The size of the window is set to
,and the height and width of the window is )
If the value is less than the threshold, the pixel is judged to shadow, otherwise, it is belong to foreground. Set the shadow region background color. Fig. 6 shows part of the result of shadow elimination. 
B. Morphological Processing
After shadow elimination, there are still many isolated noise points, small gaps and cavities, so it needs morphological processing.
Morphology contains erosion, dilation, opening and closing.
The experiment of this paper uses erosion to eliminate small objects, noise points, and smooth the boundary of big object.Part of the treatment effect shows in Fig. 7 . It also us dilation to fill small cavity in the object and connect the adjacent objects [28] , part of the treatment effect shows in Fig. 8 . 
C. Connected Component Analysis
There may still have some noise region with larger area after morphological processing. Though it can be eliminated by erosion, erosion can reduces the area of human object, it will influence recognition of the human object. In this paper, the method of connected component analyses is used. This is only one human object in the database used by this article. So in the foreground image, the object region must be a connected domain, the other region can be regarded as noise. Use the method of connected component analysis, to search out all the connected domain which area is less than T, the others is set as foreground pixel. 8-connected is used in this paper [27] . The algorithm is asfollows: e) Statistics the area of the connected domain with the same label, while it is less than the threshold, it is regarded as noise, the threshold is set to 100 in this paper. Part of the treatment effect shows in Fig. 9 .
D. Hunman Region Standardization
In some human motion video sequence, the position of human target is always changing, such as running, walking and so on. Human region standardization is needed to facilitate follow-up. Calculate the centroid and the initial of length and width. Use the centroid as the center point, scale the height and width of the human region to the size of 60*40,to achieve the centralization and size normalization of human region. The effect picture after clipping is shows in Fig. 10 . 
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper first introduces three common motion object detection method: background subtraction method, temporal difference method, optical flow method.The database of this article is in the case of a fixed camera position and a stable background. It is appropriate to use the background subtraction method which is simple and direct. First, median method is used to model the background, but there is a great disadvantage of this algorithm is that when the motion of human object is on site, the background is always occluded by the body, so that the real background pixels can't be obtained.In this case, this article uses the background established by the other actions of the individual in the same scene instead.
When the background image is built, background subtraction is used to detect the human region. The human region may have some noise point and cavities, this paper uses shadow elimination, morphological analysis, connected component analysis to get complete and effective human region. Finally, standardize the position and center for post-treatment.
